Disassembly and Assembly of FDAR High-pressure Manual Pump (v. 1.0)
(available from Flying Dragon Air Rifles: http://flyingdragonairrifles.org/high_pressure_pcp_pump.html)
With the rapid success of the FDAR PCP, there have been a lot of these pumps sold, especially to folks new to the world of
PCPs. The Engrish directions included with the pump didn’t really address disassembly, so this guide is for those of us that
wish to service the pump, or do an initial clean, inspection and lube, right away. This guide is not intended to be the
definitive guide, merely a quick-and-dirty visual guide for folks like me that feel more comfortable with some photos to go
with a wall of text. The instructions might seem overly simple, but I want this to be something anyone can use.
The pumps have undergone some slight changes (last page), and will probably continue to receive changes or updates. I’ll
try and keep this guide up-to-date if folks send me good photos and good verbiage, concerning any differences they see in
their pumps; I’d like to cover all generations in a single guide. Please don’t hesitate to help me make this better!
IMPORTANT: High-pressure air is DANGEROUS, and can inflict fatal wounds if not handled with care and respect. Don’t do
anything stupid, and if you have any questions or don’t feel confident in your ability to not be stupid, please ask Mike
Melick of Flying Dragon Air Rifles for help, or post a question at Gateway to Airguns (http://www.gatewaytoairguns.org/).
NOTE: Except where linked or excerpted from the GTA and FDAR, all of the information in this guide is my opinion, and
does not reflect the opinion of any other entity or business. If you want to do things differently, I encourage you to do so.

What’s included:
Everything pictured is included with the pump (as of Feb. 2014). If you wish to dive right in and start pumping, connect
everything as it’s laid out. Remember: Don’t over-tighten the fittings; don’t turn the pressure gauge by its face (only use a
wrench); there’s no need for thread sealant or tape (check to make sure the o-rings have not fallen out of the hose fittings
during shipment). The included multi-wrench didn’t fit my pressure gauge: I needed a 12mm wrench. Direct from Mike:
“Put 3 small drops of the lube oil in the intake at the top of the tube before beginning to use the pump, pressure test then
begin use. Do not leave pump under pressure over night for testing. A few minutes is all that's needed to see if everything is
holding...”

Disassembly:

1. Attach handle with screws and included hex key.
Snug is fine, not tight.

2. Remove retaining screw.

3. Gently pop up top/inlet plug.

4a. Remove retaining pin with 5/64 punch,
paperclip.

4b. Retaining pin after removal.

5. Lift off handle and plug from rod. BE CAREFUL to not
lose the small ball for the one-way valve (next photo).

6. Ball for one-way valve (located at top of hole,
shown). If you lose it, there are extras in the pack.

7a. Loosen top hex collar on outer tube
with supplied wrench, unscrew tube, and
gently slide tube up and over interior brass
plug with two o-rings.

8a. Loosen bottom hex collar/plug…

7b. Outer tube removed.

8b. …and unscrew entire interior tube
assembly from pump base. Take care to
not damage the check valve.

9b. Another view of the tool’s tooth, and the vertical
slot that it engages.
9a. Use included multi-wrench to loosen interior
plug with two o-rings. This might be TIGHT. Unscrew
plug from interior threaded rod sleeve.

10a. With the interior plug unscrewed from the threaded rod sleeve,
slide it up the rod, BUT NOT ALL THE WAY. The holes for the retaining
pin (step 4b) are rough, and will cut the o-ring within the plug.

10b. Now the bottom hex collar/plug can slide out from the interior tube: Remove the rod and interior plug from the
threaded rod sleeve as one unit. (The threaded rod sleeve is bonded to the bottom collar/plug.) Remove the threaded
rod sleeve and bottom collar/plug from the interior tube. Be gentle, as the interior tube has vanes (not pictured). Slide
the top hex collar from the interior tube. See that itty-bitty o-ring and those sleeves at the end of the rod? Be careful
with them, because you don’t want to do all of this, again, because they got damaged…

11. Remove check valve, cap, and spring…
(Cap unscrews)

12. Remove o-ring and beads (desiccant?) from
base. (If those are supposed to be desiccant beads,
that’s too small an amount to be much good.)

At this point you can disassemble further (third-stage o-ring and sleeves at the end of the rod, tear into the base, etc.), but I
didn’t need to, and that goes beyond the current scope of this guide.

Cleaning and lubrication:
The following is simply what I did for MY pump. If you’d like to use different cleaning procedures and products, that’s fine.
The same applies to lubrication. It seems that everyone has their personal must-do procedures and lubricants, so do your
research, run with it, and do what you feel you need to do.
1. Wash everything disassembled (except handle, unless needed) with hot, soapy water. I used dish soap. I also used
Goo Gone on particularly gunked-up areas (o-rings, pump base), then washed in the soapy water. Rinse with hot,
hot water. Dry with a hair dryer, and go after clinging droplets within the rod sleeve and around the larger o-rings.
2. While assembling pump, lube o-rings with silicone grease. Wipe the outside of the interior tube with a thin film of
silicone oil (included in small dropper bottle). Per Mike’s instructions, place three drops of silicone oil within the
intake at the top of the pump.
The soapy water was very dirty, so I’m glad I cleaned and lubed the pump before use.

Differences between pump generations: (Updated 3-13-2014)
My pump was purchased February of 2014, and my father’s pump was purchased February of 2013. The newer pump is the
one on the left, in the following three images.

Top of pump, handle removed. No o-ring on older pump (mfg.
error?) , and top plug is held by hex-head screw. Newer pump has
o-ring at intake, and plug is held by thumb-/flathead-screw.

Difference in bleeders. Note the larger head of the newer screw.

Newer hose vs. older hose.

Also different, the older pump does not have the (desiccant?) beads in the base, which is drilled differently, and doesn’t
have an internal sleeve (not pictured).
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